pennsylvania
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

SECRETARY

November 19,

2012

Mr. Shawn Garvin

Regional Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region III
1650 Arch Street (Mail Code: 3RAOO)
Philadelphia, PA 19103-2029
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Enclosed for your approval is a revision to the Pennsylvania State Implementation Plan (SIP) to
update the Motor Vehicle Emissions Budgets (MVEBs) in the "Maintenance Plan and Base Year
Inventory for the Lancaster Eight-Hour Ozone Nonattainment Area" (Maintenance Plan). The
Maintenance Plan was developed according to Section 175A(b) of the Clean Air Act
(42 U.S.C.A. §7505a(b)). This Maintenance Plan revision was developed in accordance with the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) April 2012 guidance document titled, Pol icy
Guidance on the Use of MO VES201 0 and Subsequent Minor Revisionsfor State Impl ementation
Pl an Develo pment,

The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) requests that the EPA use the
direct final rulemaking process to expedite the approval of this non-controversial SIP revision.
The Commonwealth has completed its public participation process for this SIP revision. The
DEP scheduled a public hearing to occur on the final day of the 30-day public comment period,
which ended October 18,2012, but no persons expressed interest in presenting testimony or
attending. Therefore, DEP cancelled the hearing. The DEP received no comments on the
proposed SIP revision.
The following documents are enclosed for your approval:
1.

The Maintenance Plan revision, which includes an MVEB for the purposes of
transportation confonnity;

2.

Certification of public participation activities;

3.

A technical support document for the Maintenance Plan revision; and

4.

Appendix C, "Technical Support Document, Mobile Source Highway Emissions
Inventory," which replaces the Appendix C of the same title in the approved Maintenance
Plan.

A paper copy and a disk containing a searchable PDF copy of the revised Maintenance Plan are
enclosed. I certify that the electronic file is an exact duplicate of the hard copy.
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On July 6, 2007, the EPA approved the Commonwealth's request for redesignation as attainment
for the Lancaster Area and all of the components of the Maintenance Plan, which included
MVEBs for 2009 and 2018. (72 FR 36889)
As you know, the EPA updated the model that estimates highway vehicle emissions. The new
model, the Motor Vehicle Emissions Simulator (MOVES), better estimates emissions from
highway vehicles, but MOVES estimates much higher emissions of oxides of nitrogen (NOx),
and in some cases, volatile organic compounds (VOC) than the Mobile6.2 model used to derive
the MVEBs in the approved Lancaster Maintenance Plan. The Lancaster County Transportation
Coordinating Committee (LCTCC), which is responsible for transportation planning in Lancaster
County, uses those approved MVEBs to satisfy transportation conformity requirements. The
LCTCC is required to use the most up-to-date version of MOVES for all new transportation
planning that begins after March 2,2013. Approval of the updated MVEBs in the
Commonwealth's SIP will allow LCTCC to compare similarly generated emissions used in its
plans and the MVEBs, which will allow transportation projects to go forward in a timely manner.
If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact Joyce E. Epps, Director
of the Bureau of Air Quality, by email atjeepps@pa.gov or by telephone at 717.787.9702.
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